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What is Self-Regulation?

Dictionary.com definition:
control by oneself or itself-

What does it mean to us, everyday people?
the ability to calm yourself down when you are 
upset and cheer yourself up when you’re down-

It also includes recognizing what is needed in the 
situation.



Why is Self-regulation Important?

Self-Regulation helps us to be able to focus and 
ignore distractions.  
In school: 

○ Helps kids to pay attention to the learning that is 
happening in the classroom. 

○ Helps kids know how to manage themselves with 
their classmates to create positive connections.

○ Helps kids learn strategies/tools they can use to 
remain calm, engaged and safe. 



Expected/Unexpected Behavior :
“Social Behavior Mapping”  
By  Michelle Garcia Winner

Specifically teaching what “good looks like” for our children in various settings 
and situations can empower them to be more successful socially in school 
and the community.

Teaching the difference between “Expected” and “Unexpected” behavior is a 
non-shaming, matter-of-fact approach to help our students navigate the 
social world more successfully. It is based on two universal beliefs:

1) Ultimately we all want people to have good thoughts about us and 
when we have “expected” behaviors, they do, we have positive 
experiences and feel good.

2) Reality when we have “unexpected” behaviors, people have different 
thoughts about us, we have negative consequences and feel bad 
about ourselves.



Expected/Unexpected Behavior :
“Social Behavior Mapping”  - by  Michelle Garcia Winner



Value of Ritual and Routine
Keeping the daily routine the same gives a sense 
of control and security.  Without routine, there can 
be stress.
Some strategies may be:

● Family meetings - kids can help with agenda
● Family meal time - doesn’t have to be fancy
● Daily check-in; highs and lows
● Planned space for homework
● Read together, process media together
● Bed time ritual
● Morning Routine



Sometimes there’s no routine or the 
schedule changes ...

Often things happen that we didn’t expect and they throw 
us off our routine. Here are some strategies to mitigate 
the challenges when things change:

● Give advanced warning if you can.
● Give one direction at a time.
● Give yourself permission to slow down and be late.
● Bring something familiar along.
● Use a visual timer or pre-warn before transition.
● Try  “first/then” language to get non-preferred tasks 

done and then preferred ones.
● Stay calm.



Does the size of your reaction match 
the size of your problem?

Help your children think about the size of the problem in 
terms of:

1) Number of people needed to solve it (self, kids, adult, 
professional)

2) Level of harm (no harm to bleeding/injury)
3) Amount of time to solve it (minutes,hours,days, months)
4) Resources needed (money,time, people)
**The size of the reaction should match the size of the 
problem.
Ex. House on fire=Emergency/Big Problem, 911, police/fire
Undesirable dinner  = Small problem, shrug and carry on



Size of the Problem



Introducing the Zones of Regulation



Tools: Strategies

● Your children will “Catch your calm” as well as 
“Act on your anxiety”.

● Live out Loud - teach your children what you do 
to manage the challenges of your everyday.

● Coach and model ideas and strategies to use.



Tools: Sensory Tools





Tools: Breathing
Just Breathe - Video



Teaching mindfulness as a practice at home 
and the value of a good deep breath ...



Tools: Gross Motor Movement



Gross Motor:Incorporate exercise daily/hourly



Tools: Spaces and Places to go
Where are places you go?

● Eagles nest indoor playground
● Edinborough indoor playground
● Como Zoo
● Local park
● Local track
● Nature trail
● Places that give you discounts for free and reduced 

lunch recipients
*Things to consider

- Cost
- Supervision
- Flexibility of Space 



Creating Spaces at Home



IPad applications to check out



Resources to check out ….


